Kaleb Nicole Edwards
If you ally compulsion such a referred Kaleb Nicole Edwards books that will have
enough money you worth, get the categorically best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are along with launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections Kaleb Nicole Edwards that we
will completely offer. It is not all but the costs. Its virtually what you craving currently.
This Kaleb Nicole Edwards , as one of the most committed sellers here will certainly be in
the middle of the best options to review.

A Million Tiny Pieces Nicole Edwards
2015-01-20 Mia Cantrell is happy to be rid
of her lying, cheating, ex-husband. With her
divorce final, Mia is moving on, grasping
the reins of life once more. She’s learning
to deal with the shattered remains while
putting one foot in front of the other, taking
control of her own decisions, and ultimately
living one day at a time. Too bad the
universe has put a hiccup (or two) in her
well thought out plan. Phoenix Pierce is
putting the pieces back together after the
death of his father. Between his multimillion dollar company, the NHL team he
now owns, and the endless supply of women
willing to share a bed for one night of
uninhibited sex, he finds himself going
through the motions. Until he meets Mia.
Although he’s on a mission to win her, that
doesn’t solve his problem of the other
person he wants… the man he has denied
himself for years. Tarik Marx doesn’t think
anyone could ever fill the void in his life the
way Phoenix unknowingly has. That is until
he meets Mia. Thanks to a fractured
childhood, Tarik has to face a bigger
problem: he doesn’t know how it feels to be
loved. His past adds additional complexity
when Tarik finds himself trying to figure
out how he can have them both. Is it
possible for a million tiny pieces to come
together again? And if they do, will that
make the bond even stronger than before?
Beautifully Loyal Nicole Edwards
kaleb-nicole-edwards

2015-09-22 Sometimes love isn’t enough…
Sometimes you’re required to be beautifully
loyal. If you think you know her… You’re
wrong. If you think you know her family…
Wrong again. If you think you know her
story… You don’t. Ashlynn Adorite is no
stranger to the cruel and unusual world she
was born into. In fact, she accepts it,
understands it, embraces it. However, in
her world, falling in love isn’t simply a
choice. It causes problems, changes lives,
disrupts business. Sex, pleasure, carnal
desires ... those things Ashlynn
understands. Love ... not so much. Her
world is turned upside down when she
starts to feel something for not just one
man, but two. The question is, can she have
all that she desires, or will loyalty to her
family interfere.
Hard to Hold Nicole Edwards 2017-05-30
Reckless Nicole Edwards 2015-10-27 He’s a
walking contradiction... Cam Strickland,
one of the four owners of Pier 70 Marina,
has earned the nickname his friends gave
him years ago. Reckless. Sure. By
definition. When it comes to fun, Cam
hasn’t yet met a challenge he wouldn’t
accept. In other areas, he’s likely far too
cautious for his own good. He’s his
complete opposite... Gannon Burgess, CEO
of Burgess Entertainment, one of the top
video game producers in the world, finds
himself smack in the middle of the last
place he would ever expect to be. But
Gannon only thinks he is out of his element
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standing in the small marina office. Then...
he meets Cam. Rumor is opposites attract.
Sparks fly when this sexy, tattooed bad boy
comes face to face with this buttoned-up
gamer in glasses. Can Cam and Gannon
push one another out of their comfort
zones? Or -- thanks to the events that have
shaped their lives -- will the time they spend
together prove to be just another reckless
adventure? This one involving their hearts.
Infatuation Nicole Edwards 2013-02-22
McKenna Thorne, owner of Sensations, Inc.
– an online magazine geared toward
libidinous carnality and erotic lifestyles - is
intimately familiar with the lifestyle that the
Club Destiny club is famous for. As a
journalist, she’s interested in understanding
just what makes the swinger’s club so
popular. When she comes face to face with
Tag Murphy, the sophisticated, sexy
attorney representing the club and its
owners, she finds a new reason to be
curious. It only takes one encounter for
McKenna to realize the heat the two of
them generate together is hot enough to
melt her internal thermostat. That doesn’t
stop her from requesting an exclusive on
the club that might just turn into more than
she bargained for. Tag Murphy, a highly
successful corporate attorney who
represents some of Dallas’ wealthiest
companies is not only Club Destiny’s legal
counsel, he’s also a member. It’s during his
time in the public spotlight, representing
the club in a volatile lawsuit against one of
its former members, that Tag gets his first
glimpse of a fiery red headed journalist
bent on exploiting his personal life for the
benefit of her readers. In order to protect
his own personal interest, and that of the
club he represents, Tag decides to take
McKenna up on her offer, only he adds his
own stipulations. If she wants to learn more
about the club, she’s going to get the
guided tour – from him. Will the two of
them be able to overcome their own
personal issues as well as those they find
themselves in the midst of? Or will their
independent, stubborn personalities force
them to keep their distance?
Distraction Nicole Edwards 2017-01-31
kaleb-nicole-edwards

Curtis Nicole Edwards 2016-03-15 “I’ve
always believed for every person there was
only one love that would last a lifetime. I
never understood quite what it meant until
I met you though. You’re it for me, Lorrie.
You are my love that lasts a lifetime.”
~Curtis Walker A love story 50 years in the
making… Curtis Walker has lived his life to
the fullest and he attributes that to the
woman who has always been by his side.
The one thing he knows with absolute
certainty: he can’t live without her.
Especially not now. A love that has
withstood the test of time… It’s no secret
that Curtis and Lorrie, the proud parents of
the seven wild and rowdy Walker brothers,
have found their happily ever after. Now,
it’s time for the emotional journey of how
they got there.
Naughty Holidays 2021 Nicole Edwards
2021-11-22 Spend some time with a few of
Nicole’s most beloved characters and see
how they are heating up the holidays this
year! THANKSGIVING AND WINE Kingston Rush and Ellie Kaufman from
Rush Kingston and Ellie are enjoying
Thanksgiving with family and friends. Learn
why wine is not on the menu and why Ellie
needs it more than ever. HOLIDAY ROAD
TRIP - Grant Kingsley, Lane Miller, and
Grace Lambert from Betting on Grace
Grant and Lane surprise Grace with a
holiday road trip. See how they kick off
their long weekend. NAUGHTY CRUISE Landon Moore, Langston Moore, and Luci
Weaver from Office Intrigue Duet See how
quickly things heat up when Master and Sir
take their submissive Luci on a naughty
cruise. CABIN BY CANDLELIGHT - Logan
McCoy, Elijah Penn, and Samantha Kielty
from Conviction and Entrusted After eight
years of marriage, and seven years into
their polyamorous relationship, Logan,
Samantha, and Elijah are about to take
things to the next level. MAKING THE
MOST OF IT - Hunter Kogan, Kye Sterling,
and Danielle Davidson from Tomorrow’s
Too Late Hunter agreed to a protection
detail three days before Christmas. See how
Dani and Kye make the most of it when
Hunter gets snowed in. THE PERFECT
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GIFT - Wolfe Caine, Rhys Trevino, and Amy
Smith from Hard to Hold Wolfe and Rhys
have been working on a gift for Amy for
months. With only days left to finish it,
they’re getting creative about how to keep
it a secret. NO LONGER CHRISTMAS BUT
STILL A MIRACLE - Phoenix Pierce, Tarik
Marx, and Mia Cantrell from A Million Tiny
Pieces Sometimes making a decision and
jumping in with both feet is the only thing
to do. Phoenix learns that firsthand after a
special request from his wife and husband.
KICKING OFF THE NEW YEAR RIGHT Trey Walker and Magnus Storm from
Brantley Walker: Off the Books series
Although he’s insistent they keep their
relationship on the DL, Trey decides to
make the first move. That decision might
just change things between him and
Magnus forever.
Entrusted Nicole Edwards 2014-04-24
"Elijah Penn. Handsome. Successful. Single.
And looking for a polyamorous relationship.
... Logan and Samantha McCoy. Attractive.
Ambitious. Married. And looking for a
polyamorous relationship"--Page 4 of cover.
Hide & Seek Nicole Edwards 2020-08-25
With the holidays nearing, Brantley Walker
and Reese Tavoularis are getting settled,
both personally and professionally. For
Reese, dealing with Brantley’s about-face
regarding the size of the task force is easy.
It’s meeting the parents that he’s worried
about. On the work front, the Off the Books
Task Force has a stack of cold cases that
need to be tackled, but two new cases keep
them moving across the great state of
Texas. One of which turns into a dangerous
game of hide and seek.
Captivated Nicole Edwards 2013-03-19
Lucie Werner’s life has never followed the
path she envisioned for herself and five
years ago, it veered off course yet again.
This time after one erotic night of passion
with the man she’d been captivated by
since the first day she met him. Only Kane
doesn’t remember that night, and until
recently, he didn’t know that what they
shared resulted in pregnancy and the birth
of a beautiful little girl. Now that he knows,
Lucie fears he’ll never want anything to do
kaleb-nicole-edwards

with her again because she kept his
daughter a secret from him for so long. The
sad truth is, she doesn’t blame him. Kane
Steele had never known the type of rage he
was consumed by when Lucie told him he
was a father – and that she had kept his
daughter a secret from him for nearly five
years. Although he can’t remember the
events of that one fateful night, Kane can’t
ignore the feelings he’s had for Lucie all
this time. Now, with the secret out, and his
relationship with his daughter on the mend,
he finds he still can’t fight what he feels for
her. Since his memories of that one night
are out of reach, Kane’s ready to make
some new memories. Can the two of them
overcome Lucie’s deceit and give in to the
maelstrom of heat that’s generated when
the two of them are close together? Will
Lucie be able to overcome the guilt she
feels for holding onto this monumental
secret for so long? And will Kane be able to
forgive her?
Temptation Nicole Edwards 2012-11-10
Sierra Sellers has never had a problem
finding a date, but when her mother’s
meddling ways result in her being set up
with the intensely sexy Luke McCoy, owner
of Club Destiny, Sierra learns she can’t
fight temptation. When he unleashes her
deepest, darkest fantasies, she finds herself
in a position she doesn't want to get out of.
Luke McCoy has run fast and hard from the
demons that chase him. The hot, fierce
need that pushed him beyond the
boundaries he hadn't realized he’d erected
resulted in a two month hiatus from the
world he’d built for himself. A world
concreted in lust and forbidden fantasies.
So when his twin brother Logan introduces
him to Sierra, Luke finds himself up against
another temptation that he can’t resist.
Cole Ackerley never backs down from a
challenge, but that was before he’d been
intimately introduced to Luke McCoy.
Throw in the black haired vixen with the
glowing blue eyes, and Cole finds himself
engulfed in a menage hot enough to rival
the sun. When his feelings for both of them
ignite, Cole learns the true meaning of selfrestraint. The deep, soul scorching hunger
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that ignites between the three of them
turns into a firestorm of sensuality and lust
that only burns brighter and hotter with
every encounter. But when Luke continues
to push them away, can Cole and Sierra
find a way to show him there are no
boundaries when it comes to love?
Overnight Love Nicole Edwards 2015-04-01
Overnight Love is a novella that is tied to
the Dead Heat Ranch series, but can be
read as a standalone, and was originally
published in the Cowboys Last All Night
boxed set. MacKenzie Catlay never
expected a blind date to lead to one of the
best nights of her life. She also never
expected sparks to fly when she runs into
the sexy cowboy who helped her evade the
drunken guy she was supposed to meet.
Lucas Burch wasn’t looking for a woman
when he finds himself coming to
MacKenzie’s rescue. Twice. But can Lucas
look beyond the pain of his past and give in
to her? And can Kenzie convince him that
just because he doesn’t believe in love at
first sight doesn’t mean they can’t welcome
this overnight love?
Inked on Paper Nicole Edwards 2016-01-12
Chapter One... What happens when you
don’t know what comes next? Jacob Wild
has had a lucrative writing career, but
somewhere along the way he misplaced his
muse. Now, unable to put anything on
paper, he’s resorted to hanging out in the
neighborhood coffee shop with a pen and
paper, trying to find something to spark his
creativity again. That’s when he meets her.
Presley Abrams. The coral-haired, tattooed
beauty with the piercing gray eyes and
sweet smile draws his attention in a way no
woman before her ever has. Jake soon
learns that when he’s around her his world
is set to rights once more. Presley sparks
something inside him and not just his ability
to put words on paper. But, Presley’s not
the easiest woman to get close to and Jake
finds himself trying to answer the burning
question: Does happily ever after only exist
in fiction?
Addicted Nicole Edwards 2012-11
Samantha still vividly remembers those
nights so long ago when Logan introduced
kaleb-nicole-edwards

her to the ecstasy of a ménage. Now that
Logan's brother has up and fallen in love,
Sam wonders whether she'll ever get the
chance to do it all over again. Logan knows
his wife fantasizes about another threesome
and he longs to give her everything she
wants. Since his twin brother Luke is no
longer a part of their relationship, Logan
has to seek out the man who can complete
Sam's every desire. He's found him and now
he can only hope the fires that ignite
between them don't burn down the house.
Logan aims to satisfy Samantha in every
way he can. This time he's looking to Club
Destiny to help fulfill those desires. The
only thing left is to feed their addiction for
one another. This is a 21,000 word novella a follow up to Conviction that focuses solely
on the heat between Samantha and Logan.
Enjoy!
Braydon Nicole Edwards 2014-11-24 From
New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author Nicole Edwards comes
the sixth searing adventure in her Alluring
Indulgence erotic romance series, which
follows the seven Walker brothers and their
sizzling-hot love interests! Braydon Walker
has always shared everything with his
identical twin brother Brendon—hopes,
dreams, career choices, and yes, even
women. Known for tag-teaming their love
interests in every way imaginable, Braydon
is surprised and unnerved when he finds
himself wanting to keep their newest lover
all to himself. Will the twins’ relationship
evolve to fit this new mold, or will
Braydon’s desire for independence tear
them apart?
Holidays with the Walker Brothers
Nicole Edwards 2014-05-16 The seven
Walker brothers heat things up in this
romantic ebook from New York Times and
USA TODAY bestselling author Nicole
Edwards. You are personally invited to
spend the holidays with the Walker
brothers and their families. As with any
other time of the year, the seven brothers
know how to heat things up while stirring
up trouble, and between Thanksgiving and
New Year’s, they don’t hold back. See how
Kaleb, Zane, Travis, Sawyer, Brendon,
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Ethan, and Braydon spend their days and
nights through the holiday season. But just
a warning…it doesn’t snow much in Coyote
Ridge, Texas, and they may just be the
reason for that.
Zane Nicole Edwards 2014-05-16 Vanessa
must learn to open her heart to the one
man with the key to hers in this sexy ebook
from New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author Nicole Edwards. Vanessa
Carmichael will never forget that horrible
day for as long as she lives. With Zane fully
on the mend from the brutal attack he
suffered right in her very own yard, she
knows she should be grateful, which she is.
She also knows that walking away from
Zane might be the only way to keep him
safe. Despite her denial, V knows she can’t
trust her own heart, especially when it
comes to the youngest Walker brother, but
he’s not the kind of man who will walk away
when there is something he wants. He
wants her even if it isn’t safe for him, and
she’s not sure she is strong enough to walk
away. Zane Walker might have been
brutally attacked and after months in the
hospital, walked away with his life spared,
but now that he’s out of the hospital, he has
only one goal in mind. Getting the girl.
From the first time he kissed her, Zane
knew V was the one for him. He also knew
that getting her wasn’t going to be as easy
as he hoped. She’s stubborn and the walls
she has erected around her heart are nearly
impenetrable. However, there’s one thing
about Zane—he never gives up. And he’s
not about to start now. Can V learn to open
her heart to the one man who is desperate
to get past those walls she has erected, or
will she walk away to protect him? How
long will Zane allow her to deny what he
knows is growing between them? Or is the
only option to obscure the underlying
emotions with spine-tingling lust? When V
and Zane come together, smoke detectors
go on the fritz, but when they bring Zane’s
best friend, Beau, into the mix, extra fire
extinguishers are needed.
Deadly Coincidence Nicole Edwards
2021-06-29 The members of the Off the
Books Task Force are at it again, this time
kaleb-nicole-edwards

spending some quality time together and
solving a mystery that has them temporarily
baffled. Brantley Walker and Reese
Tavoularis continue to find balance between
their personal and professional
relationship. In doing so, they realize they
have a lot to learn about one another. When
JJ gets caught up in a plot to abduct the
governor’s son, she turns to Baz for help.
And though he comes to her rescue
immediately, she soon realizes the rift she
caused between them may be too great to
repair. Brantley’s keeping a secret, one that
affects the future of the entire task force.
While he helps the team resolve the
mystery involving Dante’s disappearance,
he has to determine the best way to relay
the news that Governor Greenwood has
decided to disband the task force. Effective
immediately.
Sawyer Nicole Edwards 2015-03-02 From
New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling indie author Nicole Edwards
comes the seventh book in her Alluring
Indulgence series, erotic romances
featuring the Walker brothers from Coyote
Ridge, Texas, and their sizzling-hot love
interests. Sawyer Walker has never run into
problems with women. The female
population tends to swarm toward him, in
fact, and he’s never had a complaint. But
there’s one woman Sawyer has always had
his eye on. A woman who won’t give him
the time of day. In recent months, it would
seem that Kennedy Endsley is opening up to
Sawyer, but she’s got a few surprises in
store for him. Because, as hard as she finds
it to resist the handsome Walker brother,
she won’t give in easily. Not when her heart
is on the line.
Tomorrow's Too Late Nicole Edwards
2018-05-29
Office Intrigue Nicole Edwards
2017-11-15 Do you get up every morning,
spend close to an hour or more getting
ready, pick out the perfect outfit, make sure
your makeup is suitable, then style your
hair just so? Do you slip your feet into your
favorite heels, lock your modest onebedroom apartment, climb into your
practical car? Do you drive twenty minutes
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to downtown, find a spot in the company
parking garage? If you do, then you're very
much like me. However, I think our stories
will differ significantly once you get to your
office and I get to mine. Sure, it's possible
you work in a high-rise office building in the
heart of downtown. It could be any
downtown office in any big city, in fact.
New York, Chicago, Dallas. The location
doesn't matter. It's even feasible to think
that you're a secretary for a multibilliondollar PR firm. You could even have four
bosses like I do. Four mouthwatering male
bosses, even. But, like I said, at that point,
our stories will likely be drastically
different. In order for you to understand
why, I'll have to start at the beginning...
Beautifully Brutal Nicole Edwards
2015-06-16 Sometimes love isn't beautiful...
Sometimes the only way to describe it is
beautifully brutal.If you think you know
him... You're wrong. If you think you know
his family... Wrong again. If you think you
know his story... You don't. If you did, you'd
likely wonder how the hell a man like
Maximillian Adorite managed to make it to
this point in his life. At twenty-nine, he's
experienced more than most people could
only ever imagine, all thanks to his family.
Organized crime they call it. Mafia. No
matter how they spin it, it comes down to
one thing. Max gets what he wants. Except
for the one thing he wants most. Her name
is Courtney Kogan. And now that he's had a
taste of her, Max knows he'll never be able
to let her go.
Beau Nicole Edwards 2018-10-23
THEIRLOVEISUNDENIABLE… Happily
married for four and a half years, Beau and
Ethan Walker are ready for the next phase
in their lives. They want what so many
people dream of: A baby.
THEIRCOMMITMENTISUNWAVERING…
Expanding their family with a tiny bundle of
joy isn’t as easy for them as it is for the rest
of the Walker clan. However, they have
options and they’re willing to do what it
takes because they’ve learned that the
things worth fighting for aren’t always easy,
but they are definitely worth it.
THEIRSTRENGTHWILLBETESTED…
kaleb-nicole-edwards

Despite their deep desire and their endless
efforts to start a family, there are outside
forces working against them. Some they
can see, others they can’t. Every step
forward seems to take them two steps back.
Only during their darkest moments do Beau
and Ethan realize their true strength comes
from the most important things they have:
love, family, and each other. BEAU is the
sequel to ETHAN (Alluring Indulgence, 5).
While it can be read as a standalone since it
occurs nearly five years after Beau and
Ethan are married, it is recommended that
you read ETHAN to understand the true
strength of these two men and the infallible
bond of the Walker family.
All In Nicole Edwards 2020-05-12 Brantley
Walker has dedicated his life to fighting for
his country. Having given seventeen years
to the US Navy, the last ten as a SEAL, the
mission was the only thing he knew, the
only thing that mattered. He never even
considered what life would look like after
the mission was over. Until he’s forced to.
After spending months recovering from
career-ending injuries, Brantley finds
himself back in his hometown of Coyote
Ridge, Texas. Now a permanent resident
once again, with the full support of his
family and friends, he sets forth to start
over, forced to figure out what to do with
the rest of his life, which, as it turns out, is
far easier said than done. Then the
unthinkable happens. When his cousin
Travis’s daughter is kidnapped, Brantley
puts himself right back in the action,
partnering up with Reese Tavoularis to find
the little girl and bring her back home
where she belongs. Along the way, Brantley
and Reese end up immersed in another
mission. Only this one results in a journey
that takes them in a direction neither of
them expected to go.
Travis Nicole Edwards 2014-05-16 The
oldest of the Walker brothers opens a
unique resort—catering to fetishes and
fantasies—in this sizzling ebook from New
York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
author Nicole Edwards. Travis Walker, the
oldest of the seven Walker brothers, has
been referred to as moody and mysterious,
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and for the most part, he would agree. Until
recently, he spent his days helping his
brothers run the family business. Now, he
dedicates his time and energy to building a
resort, Alluring Indulgence, that caters to
fetishes and fantasies. And despite his
attempt to work himself into the ground,
Travis has never denied—at least not to
himself—that something is missing. Ten
years ago, Travis made the hardest decision
of his life, breaking his own heart in the
process. A decade later, he is learning that
life has a strange way of turning things
upside down before placing the pieces
exactly where they were meant to go.
Gardner/Ballard and Allied Families
Oscar William Gardner 1995 Family of
Oscar Wright Gardner (1901-1979), son of
William Thomas Gardner and Katherine
Cauthen. He was born in Spalding Co., Ga.,
and died in Fayetteville, Ga. He was
married to Mary Katherine Ballard (b.
1910) in 1926 in Orchard Hill, Ga. She was
the daughter of William Kimsey Ballard and
Flora Daniel. She was born in Atlanta, Ga.
They were parents of nine children. The
Gardner ancestry has been traced to abt.
1675 in Virginia and from there to North
Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, Monroe
Co., Georgia and elsewhere. The Ballard
family has been traced to ca. 1606 in
Warwick, England and from there to
Virginia, North Carolina and on to Georgia.
Family members live in Georgia, Arkansas,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama,
Mississippi and elsewhere.
Ethan Nicole Edwards 2014-05-16 How
long did it take you to find your place in the
world? For Ethan Walker, going through
the motions of life, keeping his distance,
and never getting attached has become the
mantra he lives by. Success is measured by
how many hours he can work and how little
attention he can draw. That was until he
landed on Beau Bennett’s radar. Until Beau,
Ethan had never met a man who could get
him to question his own logic and even
consider taking a different path. Beau
Bennett knows exactly who he is—now. It
might’ve taken him some time to figure it
out, but now that he has his bearings, Beau
kaleb-nicole-edwards

has set his sights on the mysteriously sexy
Ethan Walker. Pursuing someone has never
been his style, but something is telling him
to keep at it because the end result is going
to be worth it. Now that they’ve found one
another, how long will it take Ethan and
Beau to accept that their place in the world
is...Together?
Brendon Nicole Edwards 2015-05-11 From
New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling indie author Nicole Edwards
comes the final scorching installment in her
Alluring Indulgence series, erotic romances
featuring the Texan Walker brothers and
their sizzling-hot love interests. Brendon
Walker’s life was altered drastically when
his twin brother fell in love. Coming to
grips with his new reality hasn’t been an
easy road, and he fears he’s all but given
up. Cheyenne Montgomery is familiar with
the spotlight, and she’s familiar with fame.
What she isn’t familiar with is the
incredible lure of the sexy Walker brother
who makes her heart beat wildly. Seeing
him spiral out of control has been tough on
her. So what will it take for Cheyenne to
convince him that change can be a good
thing?
Vanishing Dreams Nicole Edwards
2014-10-21 Dalton Calhoun hadn’t always
planned on a life up on the big stage,
beneath the bright lights, but that was
where he found himself. A second chance of
sorts. An opportunity that had come along
after his real dreams vanished when he was
eighteen years old. Although country music
was more than he could’ve expected, he’d
never dismissed the notion that there was
still something missing. When Dalton
followed his buddy Cooper Krenshaw to
Devil’s Bend, Texas, it didn’t take long
before Dalton realized just what that was.
But just because he has topped the country
music charts, and made his fair share of
women swoon, doesn’t mean that
everything comes easy to him. And when he
sets his sights on the black-haired, grayeyed waitress at The Rusty Nail, Dalton
realizes he might just have to work for what
he wants. Katie Clarren’s life has been a
series of unfortunate events, starting from
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the time her mother left on her eighteenth
birthday. Not exactly how she had planned
to spend one of the major turning points in
her young life. Nor had she planned to
spend the next five years dealing with the
fallout. Somewhere along the way, Katie
adapted, doing exactly what she needed to
do in order to survive. But Katie has secrets
that even her closest friends don’t know.
Secrets she has worked hard to protect.
Although she longs for handsome,
charming, country music sensation, Dalton
Calhoun, she knows that anything that
starts between them can’t last. Too bad her
heart doesn’t seem to be on the same page.
Katie gives in to her love for Dalton,
needing that human connection that has
been missing for so long. But when it comes
time to make the hard decisions, Katie
forces herself to walk away from him. To
protect her secrets, and him. The last thing
she wants to do is hurt Dalton, no matter
how much pain she has to endure in the
process. She loves him. Can the two of
them overcome the secrets and lies? Can
they look to the future and stop living in the
past? Or will they keep dwelling on the
dreams that vanished, not seeing what is
right in front of them? Each other.
Betting on Grace Nicole Edwards
2014-07-29 New York Times bestselling
author Nicole Edwards is continuing to heat
things up with Betting on Grace, a sexy new
ménage novel which is the first book in a
hot new series called Dead Heat Ranch. The
tables have turned on Grace Lambert. For a
woman familiar with long days and hard
work, she just recently discovered just how
hot the sultry Texas nights can get. Finding
time to spend with her two smoking hot
cowboys, Grant and Lane, isn’t exactly
easy, but she’s forging ahead with what has
turned out to be the hottest relationship she
has ever been in. The true test comes in
standing up for what she wants. Grant
Kingsley has landed his feisty cowgirl,
Gracie, and an equally sexy cowboy, Lane
Miller, but everything outside of his
romantic life has gone from routine to
chaos in a matter of days. Unfortunately,
he’s become rather acquainted with
kaleb-nicole-edwards

Murphy’s Law as he is inundated with a
string of bad luck. His mother is missing,
his father, a gambling addict, is worried
about only one thing these days, and when
Grant refuses to give in, all hell breaks
loose on the ranch. Lane Miller will be the
first to admit that he falls in love easily. And
he’s done so again, with both Gracie and
Grant. Only this time around, he’s not
giving up or giving in. Cowboys don’t know
what it means to back down and Lane will
ensure that the two most important people
in his life get all of him, no matter what it
takes.
A Coyote Ridge Christmas Nicole
Edwards 2019-11-26 Come back to Coyote
Ridge for Christmas… When Travis Walker
finds himself uninspired about gifts for his
family, he realizes what he wants to give
them doesn’t come wrapped in a box with a
shiny bow on top. This year, with the help
of his brothers, Travis is going to pull off a
surprise that’ll lay the groundwork for the
Walker Christmas tradition going forward.
Of course, Travis won’t consider it a
success unless he moves a few pieces on
the proverbial chessboard while he’s at it.
As for where those will eventually land ...
well, that’s anyone’s guess.
Fearless Nicole Edwards 2016-04-11 He’s
the one who walked away... Dare Davis, one
of the four owners of Pier 70 Marina, has
been living the past fifteen years of his life
not taking risks. He considers himself
fearless because he refuses to let anyone
close enough to hurt him. He’s had his
heart broken before, he’s not looking for it
to happen again. He’s the one who let love
slip through his fingers... Noah Pearson,
thirteen-year veteran of the Austin Fire
Department, finds himself being roped into
a favor by his mischievous stepsister. When
Milly invites him to come along on a cruise
to the Caribbean, he finds himself giving in.
What he doesn’t know is that Milly’s playing
matchmaker. However, Milly’s surprise
backfires when Noah finds himself front
and center with the man who slipped
through his fingers fifteen years ago. Some
people believe in second chances. Things
heat up when the mischievous, fun-loving
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bad boy comes face to face with this
smoking hot firefighter. Now that Dare and
Noah find themselves sharing a room on a
week-long cruise, can they find a way to
keep the peace and ignore their past? Or –
thanks to the decisions they made long ago
– will they come full circle, picking right
back up where they left off?
Bad Reputation Nicole Edwards 2017-10-03
Meet the most wanted players in sports . . .
one ridiculously hot alpha male at a time.
Chase: With a nickname like “Sin,” it’s no
wonder they call me the bad boy of hockey.
Opponents curse me. Fans scream my
name—in the arena and in other, much
more private places. Penalties or not, I’m
not afraid to dish out a little pain. But
pleasure? That’s my weakness. And no one
knows it better than my best friend, Cassie
Desrosiers. I’d have to be blind not to
notice her rocking body and teasing grin.
So when she invites me along on a trip to
Vegas, my curiosity isn’t the only thing
that’s aroused. Cassie: Chase Barrett is a
world-class A-hole. As his best friend, I’m
allowed to call him on his BS. Who else is
going to do it? Certainly not the puck
bunnies swooning at every flex of his
biceps. Everyone knows that Chase is the
love-’em-and-leave-’em type. There’s no
such thing as commitment for the king of
casual hookups. So why should I care?
Maybe because all work and no play makes
me a sexually frustrated girl. It’s time to
put the hockey stud at my beck and call to
good use . . . but after a week in Vegas with
Chase, I might never want to go back to the
real world. Praise for Bad Reputation
“[Nicole] Edwards opens the Bad Boys of
Sports contemporary romance series with a
steamy, fun novel. . . . Readers will
appreciate that Chase and Cassie are more
than just two hot bodies going horizontal at
the first opportunity. They are surrounded
by friends and family who add nuance and
depth (and some family drama) to their
passionate romance.”—Publishers Weekly
“The friends-to-lovers trope is a tricky one,
and Edwards manages it well in her first
Bad Boys of Sports novel.”—RT Book
Reviews “Sinfully fun and exciting! The
kaleb-nicole-edwards

chemistry was off the charts. Nicole
Edwards sure does know how to write the
bad boys of sports!”—New York Times
bestselling author L. P. Dover “An
incredibly sexy story with some fun and
exciting twists. . . . Bad Reputation was a
fun escape from my day.”—Red Cheeks
Reads “It’s the gentle looks and touches,
the subtleties that make Bad Reputation so
magnetic.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “I
adore the last few chapters of this book! If
you enjoy friends-to-lovers stories, make
sure to read Bad Reputation.”—Shh Moms
Reading This sexy standalone novel
includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
Harmless Nicole Edwards 2017-03-28
Kaleb Nicole Edwards 2014-05-16 Two
neighbors and long-time friends come faceto-face with their forbidden fantasies in this
sizzling ebook from New York Times and
USA TODAY bestselling author Nicole
Edwards. Zoey Stranford might’ve had a
crush on the sexy boy next door since
middle school, but she’s a woman now, and
that crush has turned into a full-blown case
of lust. So why is it that at twenty-nine, her
libido decides to ramp into high gear and
the only thing she can focus on is the
intensely sexy, scorching hot boy next door
who is definitely not a boy anymore? The
only problem is that Zoey and Kaleb have
been best friends for as long as she can
remember. Not to mention, Kaleb and his
brothers are working on buying Stranford
land to build a new resort, and she’s more
than a little hesitant about his intentions.
Kaleb Walker has had his eye on Zoey for
close to twenty years, but never before has
he considered taking their friendship to the
next level, no matter how many fantasies
he’s had about her over the years. That
doesn’t explain why Kaleb is hell bent on
having her—in as many ways as possible.
Kaleb finds himself in a precarious
situation. His brothers have nominated him
to pursue Zoey’s father about purchasing
the land needed to get their new resort off
the ground. Finding out that Carl Stranford
is on the brink of foreclosure and Zoey
might just lose her house and the land,
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Kaleb now has to convince her to put aside
her pride and let him help her. It doesn’t
take long before the flames start burning
bright and hot, and the two of them burn up
the nights and the days as they explore
each other’s forbidden fantasies. But can
their friendship survive a business
transaction or the new friends with benefits
clause? Or will they realize that they’ve
been overlooking something much deeper
that’s been right in front of them all along?
Without a Trace Nicole Edwards
2020-06-23 Their first official case as a task
force doesn’t take Brantley Walker and
Reese Tavoularis far from home. Getting
right down to business, the Off the Books
Task Force prioritizes a case of a fifteenyear-old girl who went missing nine years
earlier from the same small town they grew
up in: Coyote Ridge, Texas. While it appears
she vanished without a trace, they soon find
themselves uncovering disturbing evidence
that points directly to someone the town
once trusted. While Brantley and Reese set
out to find closure for the girl’s family,
they’re on a bumpy ride of their own. Not
only are they embarking on new careers,
they are also venturing into uncharted
territory as far as their relationship goes.
Never Say Never Nicole Edwards
2015-08-18 Ryan Trexler has devoted his
entire life to his family’s security business.
And now that he’s slated to take over the
reins for the company, RT knows that his
life is only going to get more complicated.
Add in the fact that he’s lusting over one of
the men who works for him and RT knows
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that there are some serious tough times
ahead. Zachariah Tavoularis—nicknamed
Z—has been employed by Sniper 1 Security
for a decade. Despite being known as the
most loyal enforcer outside of family, Z also
has a reputation of being quite the playboy,
though that was based more on rumor than
fact. When an assignment comes up that
forces the two of them to work together, Z
knows it’s time to show RT he’s not the man
he thinks he is. Can they complete the
mission, despite the fact that it puts them in
a tenuous situation, bringing them closer
than either of them ever expected? And will
Z allow RT to convince him that they can
never be together, no matter how much
they both want it?
Kaden & Keegan Nicole Edwards
2020-10-20 Bristol Newton has spent the
past couple of years doing her best to keep
her distance from Kaden and Keegan
Walker. Up to this point, avoiding the sexy
twins hasn’t been as easy as she hoped it
would be. Thankfully, she has a plan: sign
them up for the Fall Festival’s auction and
let some lucky lady win a date with them.
After all, it’s for a good cause. Plus, it
ensures she doesn’t get pulled under their
spell. She should’ve known even that
wouldn’t be easy. When Kaden and Keegan
have questions, Bristol reluctantly agrees to
dinner to explain the details. That was her
first mistake. The second resulted in the
hottest night of her entire life with the two
sexiest men she’d ever met. A night that
would change all their lives in ways they
never expected.
Alibi Nicole Edwards 2021-07-27
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